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Abstract : This paper presents the implementation of a neural network controller for an autonomous robot with a neural
network controller unit and a field programmable gate array. As an on-line learning algorithm of a neural network, the
reference compensation technique has been implemented on a network controller unit on an FPGA chip. In this work,
artificial neural network has been applied with 32-bit floating point to achieve the flexibility and accuracy for the
navigation. The ANN supports reconfigurable numbers of perceptron per layer as well as supervised learning through back
propagation. Mean squared error is used to measure the quality of learning as part of the Built-in Self-Test. Simulation is
performed by using Xilinx 14.3 ISE simulator. The developed neural control hardware has been tested for balancing the
autonomous robot while controlling a desired trajectory of a robot as a nonlinear model.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The improvement of robots that can help people in their everyday assignments has turned into a marvelous course
in a couple of years [1]. Portable controller frameworks open administration robots (PSR1 and 2) perform conveyance,
watch, and floor cleaning occupations [2]. The aide robot gives show guide administrations at an exhibition hall. These
robots are furnished with a couple of laser reach discoverers for limitation and impediment location. The PSR1 and PSR2 are
driven by dynamic caster-wrote holonomic Omni-directional wheels. The aide robot utilizes customary two-wheel
differential-sort wheels. Essentially, these robots offer basic control construction modeling. Some product segments were
mostly changed by target robot framework. The control structural planning outline, route framework, and conduct choice
system were proposed in [3] for every robot. The attention on the limitation issue whose arrangement will empower robots to
complete trustworthy route in element indoor situations relies on calculation. Limitation as in [3] is a standout amongst the
most essential issues for effective self-ruling route, and an awesome number of restriction systems have been proposed in
this way. Numerous studies have tended to position following issues. As indicated by the International Federation of
Robotics (IFR), ''an administration robot is a robot which works semi or completely independently to perform
administrations valuable to the prosperity of human and gear, barring producing operations'' [4]. These gadgets are regularly
unpredictable frameworks requiring the information of learning from various controls. The creators have been utilizing
distinctive programming designing methods throughout the past 15 years, coordinating new standards in the administration
robot improvement process as they rose. This has made it conceivable to accomplish fast advancement of utilizations and
consequent upkeep. Way arranging is a major undertaking for a versatile robot by which it guides itself through nature on the
premise of tangible data. The capability of computational vision for mechanical route is huge, and vision-based way
arranging has been effectively contemplated in the most recent decade [5]. Work has advanced on two separate fronts:
1) vision-based route of indoor robot where the complete information of nature is accessible [6, 7],
2) vision-based route of open air robots where incomplete learning of the earth is just regularly accessible. Numerous current
way arranging calculations have been intended for usage in programming. On account of element situations, fast arranging
and recomputation of ways is important to maintain a strategic distance from crashes of robots with moving articles,
especially when new questions enter nature abruptly or when moving items change their anticipated course. In such cases,
the computational prerequisite surpasses the figuring force of present-day universally useful processors that actualize the
way arranging calculation. It is alluring to create particular equipment coordinated arrangements which work fast and which
offer extra focal points; for example, reconfigurability and conveyability. Programmable equipment gadgets, for example,
field-programmable entryway clusters (FPGAs) these days give propelled highlights and assets to permit quick prototyping
of framework on-chips[8].
The development of reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) has offered ascent to another stage
of complete versatile robot control framework. With FPGA gadgets, it is conceivable to tailor the outline to fit the necessities
of utilizations (for instance, investigation and route capacities for a robot). Universally useful PCs can give adequate
execution when errands are not very complex. A solitary processor framework can't promise ongoing reaction (especially
without impressive extra equipment), if nature is dynamic or semi-dynamic. This paper concentrates on the investigation of
the versatile robot stage, with two driving wheels mounted on the same hub and a free front wheel. A FPGA-based
automated framework can handle errands in parallel. A FPGA-based robot additionally enhances the single universally
useful processor/PC based robot in the accompanying ranges:
1. Upgraded I/O channels. One can specifically delineate coherent outline to the processing components in FPGA
gadgets.
2. Low power utilization contrasted with desktops/portable workstations.
3. Support for the consistent configuration of the non-Von Neumann computational models.
4. Support for simple verification of the rightness of the intelligent outline modules.
Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) are more vitality proficient than legged or treaded robots on hard, smooth
surfaces; and will conceivably be the first versatile robots to discover across the board application in industry, in light of the
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hard, smooth plant floors in existing modern situations. WMRs require less and less difficult parts and are in this way
simpler to manufacture than legged or treaded versatile robots. Wheel control is complex than the incitation of multi-joint
legs, and wheels cause insignificant surface harm in correlation with treads.
The portable robot comprises of numerous units:
1. Mechanics (frame, lodging, wheels),
2. Electromechanical parts and
3. Sensors.
Robots complete numerous different undertakings. Amid these errands the robot moves and arranges. While
exploring, it utilizes signals from nature and the substance of its own memory to settle on the right choices. This type of
route may be complex relying upon the given undertaking and issue. Frequently the objective can be detected; there is no
hindrance between the objective and the robot. However, there are various times when this is not the situation, then the
checking focuses must be detected and the course known. All together for the robot to have the capacity to do this, it must
contain two primary parts:
1. Drive, movement and
2. Control, direction.
In our previous work we proposed an efficient algorithm for path planning and obstacle avoidance using neural
network algorithm. The implementation and simulation was performed using MATLAB tool and results were compared with
using proposed model for navigation and obstacle avoidance and without using proposed algorithm which shows the
performance of the model in terms of navigation error [9-10]. In this paper, control hardware is designed and implemented
for the autonomous robot. Control algorithms with neural network learning algorithms are embedded onto the FPGA chip
whose core is the floating point processor. The functionality of the designed controller is tested to control an autonomous
robot motion.

II.

RELATED WORK

A few calculations for way arranging are accessible for usage on universally useful processors [10].
Notwithstanding, equipment coordinated methodologies are generally later. Specifically, equipment coordinated plans have
focused on two methodologies for guide development. One methodology depends on perceivability charts, while the other
depends on Voronoi outlines. A prevalent structure to speak to the earth in which a robot works is the perceivability chart.
The diagram has among its hubs, the vertices of the objects [11]. Circular segments in the diagram unite the focuses x and y
that can see each other. Development of the diagram goes before way finding for the robot. For most brief way calculations
for portable robots and independent vehicles, one regularly considers the diminished perceivability chart rather than the
complete perceivability diagram. Generally, perceivability diagram calculation has concentrated on consecutive calculations
and programming usage. An immediate strategy to develop the complete chart in a domain with n hubs would require O(n3 )
units of time. Since on a broadly useful PC, all undertakings are executed in a consecutive manner, the perceivability
diagram calculation is tedious and not proper for ongoing applications. Another equipment coordinated strategy for different
periods of digression development, a focal part in perceivability diagram development is exhibited in [12]. In [13], an
equipment coordinated calculation has been proposed for the development of the complete perceivability chart. In any case,
the perceivability chart based methodologies expect the estimate of robot and obstructions by surrounding polygons. The
guess requires extensive preprocessing.
The perceivability diagram and related methodologies are model-based, and they require displaying the earth
before processing the chart. Also, the hindrances are approximated by polygonal shapes. Another valuable geometrical
structure for way arranging is the Voronoi outline. A few outlines of exhibit sort architectures for the development of
Voronoi chart on a situation picture are accessible in the writing [14]. The creators have connected it to way making
arrangements for a jewel formed robot on an orchestrated picture containing straightforward deterrents. The graph is
developed considering the cooperation’s between components having a place with the same impediment and also those from
distinctive obstructions, and along these lines, it has additional branches. Geometric information structures assume an
imperative part in different applications. Among them is the Voronoi outline, whose applications incorporate robot way
arranging, design characterization, and picture handling. The development of Voronoi graph is a basic issue in computational
geometry, and the one that is built regularly is the persistent one taking into account presumption of a model for the items
(polygon, bend, and so on.). The Voronoi area of an article comprises of all pixels which are nearest to that protest. The
Voronoi chart is very unpredictable when a picture of genuine obstructions is considered, and the way anticipating such a
graph is troublesome. Another extensive scale coordination calculation for development of the Euclidean separation based
Voronoi chart is proposed in [14]. The calculation has straight time multifaceted nature (direct in picture size). The
calculation includes straightforward calculations in light of nearby data, and is, consequently, manageable for equipment
usage. The calculation considers the whole hindrance and not its components for the development of a Voronoi graph, thus it
has no additional branches. Be that as it may, way arranging has not been endeavored utilizing the graph as a part of any of
these works. Recently, a calculation has been exhibited in [15] for figuring the real way on a paired picture of a domain. The
strategy builds the way from the begin point to the objective, however, on the Euclidean separation change (EDT) and
Nearest Neighbor Transform (NNT) of the picture. A direct acknowledgment of the technique in equipment has been
exhibited. In a prior work [15], equipment construction modeling for the separation change is accessible.
Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish a complete path planning arrangement in equipment, interfacing
systems must be intended to coordinate these architectures. A separation change changes over a twofold picture which
comprises of closer view and foundation pixels into a picture where each forefront pixel has a quality relating to the base
separation from the foundation. A closest neighbor change appoints the personality of the closest foundation pixel to every
pixel of the picture. The separation change (DT) and closest neighbor change (NNT) have applications in picture preparing,
machine vision and different spaces. In picture preparing, for occasion, separation changes discover applications in picture
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investigation. It is utilized for the shape examination of items in a picture. It is additionally used to figure the discrete
skeleton, the discrete Voronoi graph and the Hausdorff separation for images.
Field Programmable Gate Array is picking up ubiquity in mechanical technology as of late and this is apparent
through FPGA executions of picture handling descriptors, e.g., FPGA usage of pivot invariant o-daisy [16], FPGA based
powerful components [17]; mapping and investigation calculations, e.g., Mechanical Exploration utilizing a FPGA based
CORDIC [18], a VLSI Efficient and Fast execution of mapping utilizing FPGA [19]; Vision Processing such as Image based
way arranging executed on FPGA [20], FPGA vision and SNRP Protocol [21]; Motion Control such as FPGA based IC
outline for automated controllers [22], FPGA based movement control IC [23] and numerous more like Dynamically
reconfigurable FPGA for robot control [24] and FPGA usage of Kalman Filter for mechanical applications [25]. The
principle focal points of utilizing 2 FPGAs are ascribed to qualities like little size; capacity to reconfigure both logged off
and on the web, low power dissemination, ease and rapid development.
Progressively reconfigurable architectures are assessed regarding their execution in [26-27]. How low power
dissemination outlines are conceivable on FPGA has appeared in [28]. Focal points of FPGA in mechanical applications are
depicted in [29]. Little measured robots with obliged assets are the need of the day and henceforth calculations are required,
which can keep running on frameworks with less memory and size foot shaped impression. A base station PC has focal
points of exactness and speed, however, is constrained by the remote extent to the robot and henceforth confines its working
range. A portable PC can't be mounted on little robots and can be costly as well. A mobile phone processor, which can do
such measure of handling is costly and expands the expense of a robot. Also an undeniable working framework is to be
introduced to control it, which expands memory necessity. A microcontroller does not accommodate exactness and speed,
though on a basic level a FPGA has focal points of all. Besides all these preparing units has Complex Instruction Set
Computing (CISC) or Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) structural engineering and there is a broad direction set.
The operations depend on Fetch-Decode-Execute cycle and subsequently to a great extent consecutive in nature while on
FPGA completely parallel architectures can be planned and executed. All the preparing units said above take after
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) based construction modeling for number juggling and sensible operations which include a ton
of directions and thus clock cycles [30].
FPGA offers to create entryway level executions of number juggling circuits and subsequently a critical change in
working velocity is inescapable. We demonstrate that with FPGA as the preparing unit, the execution time of the calculation,
the size and cost of the robot can be decreased. Impediment evasion is a standout amongst the most key issues in versatile
apply autonomy. In those frameworks where there are no other moving articles other than the robot itself static hindrance
evasion is adequate. There are various calculations for static snag shirking. This can be accomplished by utilizing versatile
movement primitives [31]. Ongoing randomized way arranging utilizing Rapidly-investigating arbitrary trees [32] is
likewise a decent calculation for static hindrance evasion. Digression space RRT [33] is an expansion of RRT for robots
subject to holonomic requirements. Arrangement space methodology is an old methodology for spatial arranging in static
environment [34]. Another old methodology is ongoing impediment evasion utilizing counterfeit potential fields [35]. This is
powerful in complex situations, a case which is regular when we talk of controllers. Vector field histogram system [36] is a
quick ongoing shirking plan for static situations. A calculation is required which takes the dynamic way of articles and
different robots under thought. Such a calculation is termed as Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance calculation [37]. There are
again various methodologies for Dynamic Obstacle 3 Avoidance. Snag shirking in element environment utilizing Collision
Cone methodology is a typical methodology of evasion [38]. Vision-based multi-individual following is a viable system in
exceptionally intricate and dynamic scenes [39]. Inescapable impact state (ICS) is a state in environment where for a robot
there is no achievable direction to maintain a strategic distance from crash. ICS idea is especially valuable for route in
element situations in light of the fact that it considers future conduct of moving articles. A probabilistic methodology plan of
ICS idea is appeared in [40].
Dynamic hindrance shirking for non-holonomic robots is displayed in [41]. A direction distortion plan has
appeared in [42] for the situations where unanticipated snags can show up and direction must be changed on-line. Speed
Obstacle (VO) methodology is one of the normal methodologies utilized for crash shirking as a part of element environment.
This methodology initially presented in [43]. Speed deterrent idea has been summed up for auto like robots in [44]. Speed
hindrance idea with an improved target capacity has been proposed in [44]. Utilization of speed impediment approach on a
true route framework has been exhibited in [45]. A probabilistic augmentation to speed deterrent methodology for robot
route among people is proposed in [46]. At the point when the quickening requirements are considered in the VO it is called
Acceleration Velocity Obstacle (AVO) [47]. At the point when robots share the obligation of Avoidance among themselves
just as then it is termed as Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (RCA). Corresponding impact evasion has been termed in [48],
where creators propose the calculation in an n-body crash shirking case. Later same gathering of creators propose half and
half corresponding speed obstructions in [49-50]. To take care of the issue of blockage because of symmetrical circumstance
in thick condition a one-sided equal speed impediment approach has been proposed in [51]. Corresponding evasion for the
multi-specialists route has been exhibited in [52].
A methodology which checks progression as opposed to piecewise linearity is proposed in [53]. Such a
methodology contemplates movement progression imperatives alongside RCA technique. Propelled architectures like
Globally Asynchronous-Locally Synchronous (GALS) architectures unite the benefit of both synchronous and offbeat
architectures in one bundle. Execution change acquired in usage of a GALS construction modeling on business FPGA is
displayed in [54]. Elite, adaptable and vitality proficient microchip in light of GALS chip are composed in [55]. A
conceivable timing plan to address the issue of cross check synchronization in GALS building design is proposed in [56].
Use of GALS procedure in remote correspondence systems is proposed and assessed in Ref. [57]. In GALS structural
planning the framework is apportioned into sub-frameworks which are exclusively synchronous, however all around these
sub-frameworks associate with one another in the hand-shaking mode. The execution change of such an outline when
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actualized on FPGA has appeared in [58]. Outline of a GALS framework utilizing CAD devices has appeared as a part of
[59].The reaction time gets 4 enhanced as any two sub-frameworks work autonomously remotely and don't need to sit tight
for other sub-frameworks to finish their occupation [60]. Inner operations in the sub-framework are controlled by a clock.
III.

PROPOSED MODEL FOR ROBOT NAVIGATION NEURAL NETWORK CONTROLLER

Dynamic equation for the robot is given by
(1)

is the matrix which contains
centrifugal forces,

matrix of inertia of the autonomous robot,

shows the vector of joint angles which contains

form, vector of acceleration and

presents the

matrix, angular velocity of joints in vector

represents the torque of the robot.

By keeping in mind the joint position of autonomous robot, the controller is designed as per expression:
(2)

where

, and gain of the

controller is given by

and

.

By combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), closed loop error model is achieved for the nonlinear loops to control the error
of navigation. Owing to the computational complexity, it is difficult to implement and control as such. Thus in order to
improve the controller, neural network based controller is proposed which uses the learning procedure from the feedback
scheme to reduce the controller error and improve the efficiency of the autonomous robot. This scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure-1. Block Diagram of Neural Network Robot Controller
Overall control input to the model is defined as:
(3)

is the compensating signal which is achieved by the controller.
Forward propagation of the controller
In the proposed model of neural network based controller, radial basis functionality is used which outperforms when
compared to other multilayered neural network. It contains input data, hidden layer and output layers. The architecture of
this is given in Fig. 2. To perform the nonlinear functionality, Gaussian function is used in the network model as per
expression:
(4)
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where

denotes the input vector to the controller which is given as

mean value is denoted by
and similarly the covariance of the hidden layers is given by
By using these equations, the forward output layer can be computed as:
(5)

, for all the hidden layers the
.

denotes the output of the hidden layer, weights between the jth and nth layer is denoted by
biasing which contains weight , denoted by

and it utilizes the

.

Figure 2. RBF Neural Network Structure
Backward Propagation of Neural Network Controller
The output achieved by the forward propagation is compared with the expected output to compute the errors which can be
computed as:
(6)
shows the desired output.
Due to the forward propagation error induced in the controller, back propagation network is utilized to reduce the errors.
According to the back propagation, weights of the biases are updated and again given as feedback to the network. During
this process, weights of hidden layer, output layer and function parameter units are updated based on the objective function
of the network.
The objective function for the back propagation network is defined as:
(7)

The back propagation algorithm searches the minimum value of Eq. (7) by calculating the gradient. In the above given
equation
shows the value of the objective function. The objective function is used to find the minimum value for
achieving the best results. This best value is defined as gradient value of the network, which can be computed as:
(8)

where

represents the Gaussian parameters or the weights of the network and the learning rate of the network is given by

.
By using the above Eq., the detailed weight update can be computed as:
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(9)
where

Learning rate of the model is denoted by

. Then the weights updation can be defined as:
(10)

Compensation of reference
In this section, we discuss about the compensation of the error induced due to the external environment by using the neural
network. By using the neural network, the input level is compensated and modified to reduce the output errors by using the
same objective function.
The angle error is given as
(11)
where
is the expected angle and
Angle control is defined as:

is the actual angle.
(12)

where
give the neural network outputs.
Similarly, the position error is performed as:
(13)

where

is the expected position and, the actual position is given by .

The ANN is intended to be perform such that the quantity of perceptrons per layer is effortlessly reconfigurable to meet the
necessity of a particular application. Since individual weights are doled out to every association, a size of (N_I + 1) * N_H +
(N_H + 1) * N_O cluster is required for the capacity of all association weights, where N_I is characterized as the quantity of
perceptrons in the data layer, N_H is characterized as the quantity of perceptrons in the shrouded layer, and N_O is
characterized as the quantity of perceptrons in the yield layer. As the quantity of perceptrons in a system develops, the
quantity of weight stockpiling required turns out to be exceedingly expansive. Because of the restricted asset on the FPGA
itself, this ANN is intended to offload such weight of memory space to an outer SRAM where storage room is generally less
expensive.
It may be noted that in this ANN plan, each perceptron additionally gets a predisposition association. The predisposition
association is similar to whatever other association with the exception of its quality is not a yield of a perceptron from a past
layer, yet set to the consistent 1. The weight for this inclination association is likewise overhauled in the back spread
procedure. Furthermore, it makes the neural system more powerful. The ANN is likewise intended to acknowledge an
outside coasting guide ALU toward permit greatest adaptability. It is prescribed to utilize equipment manufactured in
skimming point ALU if one is available.
A 16-bit direct input shift register is additionally required for the ANN to work appropriately. This LFSR gives vital
randomized starting qualities to every one of the associations between perceptrons. Tests demonstrated that a randomized
beginning system incredibly diminish the preparation length required to achieve the same level of learning. The ANN
naturally creates weights between - 1.0 to 1.0 utilizing the 16-bit irregular numbers.
The procedure of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The FPGA takes care to calculate algorithms and to generate PWM
signals. The desired trajectories for each joint are stored in the memory.
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Learn Signals

Controller Initialization

Encoder Module

Motion Control

Propagation algorithm

Back Propagation
algorithm

PWM Generation

Drive Module

Figure 3. Motion Controller Flow for the Autonomous Robot
The following is a square graph of the ANN outline part:

Figure 4. Artificial Neural Network Outline graph

Figure 5: The Differential Drive Mobile Robot Model
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The following notations will be used in this thesis:
A: axis of symmetry and wheel intersection
C: Center of mass
a: center of mass and wheel distance in x-direction
L: The distance between each driving wheel and the robot axis of symmetry in y-direction
: Radius of wheel
: Rotational velocity of wheel (Right wheel)
: Rotational velocity of wheel (Left wheel)
v: The translational velocity of the platform in the local frame
ω: The rotational velocity of the platform in the local and global frames
At the point when mode is set to RUN, ANN makes the move from unmoving state to run state, where it executes
numerous different states consecutively to do the accompanying:
1.
For each perceptron in the shrouded layer, ascertain the weighted entirety and the yield from the sigmoid
capacity.
2.
For each perceptron in the yield layer, fig. 5 the weighted entirety and the yield from the sigmoid
capacity.
Subsequently, ANN comes back to ideal state. At the point when mode is set to LEARN, ANN makes the move
from unmoving state to run state yet with a learning banner set to HIGH. It executes numerous different states successively
to do the accompanying (the initial two stages are indistinguishable to the RUN mode steps):
1.
For each perceptron in the shrouded layer, compute the weighted total and the yield from the sigmoid capacity.
2.
For each perceptron in the yield layer, figure out the weighted total and the yield from the sigmoid capacity.
3.
Calculate mistake for each perceptron in the yield layer by subtracting yield of such perceptron from the preparation
target.
4.
Accumulate the mistake from yield layer to figure out the Mean Squared Error (MSE).
5.
Calculate delta as the subsidiary of the sigmoid capacity duplicated by the blunder for each perceptron in the yield
layer.
6.
Calculate delta weight for each of the information associations for each of the perceptron in the yield layer and
redesign the weight taking into account the delta weight for these associations.
7.
Calculate error for each perceptron in the shrouded layer by utilizing the deltas ascertained for the yield layer's
perceptron.
8.
Calculate delta as the subordinate of the sigmoid capacity increased by the mistake for each perceptron in the hidden
layer.
9.
Calculate delta weight for each of the information associations for each of the perceptron in the concealed layer and
overhaul the weight in the light of the delta weight for these associations.
A short time later, the ANN comes back to idle state.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the results of the proposed method for autonomous robot navigation using FPGA. This
autonomous robot design is coded in VHDL and simulated on Xilinx Design platform. The aim of this is to achieve good
performance results in terms of power, frequency and chip resource utilization. This method is applied for autonomous robot
navigation using neural network. Table 1 presents the synthesis results of proposed scheme.
Table 1 Synthesis Results of the Proposed Autonomous Robot Navigation

Number of Slices
Number of Slice Flip-Flops
Number of 4-Input LUTs
Number of bonded IOBs
Frequency

Used
492
371
942
44
358 MHz

Available
63168
126336
126336
768

Fig. presents the waveform of learning process of neural network.
Learning
For the proposed model of neural network learning offline method of learning is utilized. According to this
method, structures of the neural network and defined weights are fixed which can be used for particular problem. In the
proposed model inputs are given to the neural network which uses activation function and weights to compute the output.
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Figure 5. Learning Process of the Proposed Neural Network
For the neural network, there are some specific processes to perform the controlling, which are given as Learning,
weight update, Hidden node weight update, and the weight update of output node.
Fig. 6 shows the waveform of weight update process of neural network.

Figure 6. Weight Process of the Proposed Neural Network
Weight computation process is defined in fig.6. Initially the inputs to the neural network i.e. hidden layer, fixed
weights, epochs etc. are assigned based on this the weight is updated accordingly. As it can be seen from the waveform
current weight, input signal and learning rate are the main inputs and the computed weight is given by new weight.
Fig. 7 shows the waveform of hidden node weight update process of neural network.

Figure 7. Hidden Node Weight Update Process of the Proposed Neural Network
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V.

CONCLUSION

The radial basis function network controller has been designed and embedded into the FPGA chip. The
performance of the designed neural controller chip has been tested to control autonomous robot. The
functionality of the designed neural network controller has been confirmed by demonstrating superior
performances for various experiments. The ANN supports reconfigurable numbers of perceptron per layer as
well as supervised learning through back propagation. Mean squared error is used to measure the quality of
learning as part of the Built-in Self-Test (BIST). Simulation is performed by using Xilinx 14.3 ISE simulator.
The developed neural control hardware has been tested for balancing the autonomous robot while controlling a
desired trajectory of a robot as a nonlinear model. Simulation results show the high frequency results achieved
by using this proposed model for controlling the autonomous robot.
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